Online Transactional Analysis 202 Workshop
3rd & 4th Sep 2021

Making new meaning: Noticing liminal moments as opportunities for change
This 2 day workshop, building on the TA 101, will deepen your understanding of how people can
continue to make new meaning of who they are in the world. As agents of change, learn how to
spot the key moments of potential development and use them to their full potential. There will
be time for trying out the application of these tools and approaches with each other as well as
time for self reflection. You will learn different ways of thinking about change with your clients,
as well as exploring and deepening your relationship with yourself.
This workshop is suitable for people who work as change agents - coaches, educators,
facilitators, consultants, counsellors. Having attended a TA 101 is a pre-requisite to register.
Topics include:
Working with liminality, understanding human hungers, using the Permission Wheel, noticing &
working tangential & redefining transactions as clues to recognise moments of change, crossing
the Transformation Line in Kolb’s cycle, working with metaphor & image, exploring a new model
of OKness, conceptualising developmental work as therapeutic (not therapy), experiencing the
Mindful Adult.
This workshop carries 12 CCE Units (10.5 CCs and 1.5 RD) from the ICF

Trainer:
Karen Pratt has been studying and using TA since 2001. She is a Teaching and Supervising
Transactional Analyst (TSTA) and is the only TSTA in Africa holding an Educational specialisation
in TA. She is currently Chair of the South African Transactional Analysis Association (SATAA) and
co Chair of the Professional Standards Committe of the International Board of Certification.
Karen also holds a PCC credential from the ICF, and is a member of the training staff of
Coaching Development.
She has been running virtual advanced TA training groups for the past 4 years
Time: 9am till 5pm both days (SA time zone UTC+2)
Venue: Zoom - virtual platform
SA rates:

Corporate rate: R5000 + VAT
Individual rate: R3300 + VAT
NGO rate: R1100 + VAT
International rates: GBP 275.00 / Euro 250.00 / India INR 10 000.00 (no taxes apply)
Booking: Please use the online registration form

